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Objectives: There are many potential advantages to combined electric 
and acoustic stimulation (EAS) with a cochlear implant (CI), including 
benefits for hearing in noise, localization, frequency selectivity, and 
music enjoyment. However, performance on these outcome measures 
is variable, and the residual acoustic hearing may not be beneficial for 
all patients. As such, we propose a measure of spectral resolution that 
might be more predictive of the usefulness of the residual hearing than 
the audiogram alone. In the following experiments, we measured perfor-
mance on spectral resolution and speech perception tasks in individu-
als with normal hearing (NH) using low-pass filters to simulate steeply 
sloping audiograms of typical EAS candidates and compared it with per-
formance on these tasks for individuals with sensorineural hearing loss 
with similar audiometric configurations. Because listeners with NH had 
similar levels of audibility and bandwidth to listeners with hearing loss, 
differences between the groups could be attributed to distortions due to 
hearing loss.

Design: Listeners with NH (n = 12) and those with hearing loss  
(n = 23) with steeply sloping audiograms participated in this study. 
The group with hearing loss consisted of 7 EAS users, 14 hearing aid 
users, and 3 who did not use amplification in the test ear. Spectral 
resolution was measured with the spectral-temporal modulated 
ripple test (SMRT), and speech perception was measured with AzBio 
sentences in quiet and noise. Listeners with NH listened to stimuli 
through low-pass filters and at two levels (40 and 60 dBA) to simulate 
low and high audibility. Listeners with hearing loss listened to SMRT 
stimuli unaided at their most comfortable listening level and speech 
stimuli at 60 dBA.

Results: Results suggest that performance with SMRT is significantly 
worse for listeners with hearing loss than for listeners with NH and is not 
related to audibility. Performance on the speech perception task declined 
with decreasing frequency information for both listeners with NH and 
hearing loss. Significant correlations were observed between speech 
perception, SMRT scores, and mid-frequency audiometric thresholds 
for listeners with hearing loss.

Conclusions: NH simulations describe a “best case scenario” for hear-
ing loss where audibility is the only deficit. For listeners with hearing 
loss, the likely broadening of auditory filters, loss of cochlear nonlineari-
ties, and possible cochlear dead regions may have contributed to dis-
torted spectral resolution and thus deviations from the NH simulations. 
Measures of spectral resolution may capture an aspect of hearing loss 
not evident from the audiogram and be a useful tool for assessing the 
contributions of residual hearing post–cochlear implantation.
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INTRODUCTION

The success of cochlear implantation for patients with 
severe-to-profound hearing loss has led to expanded candi-
dacy criteria to include those with residual acoustic hearing 
when they do not adequately benefit from hearing aids (e.g., 
Verschuur et al. 2016; Holder et al. 2018). If low-frequency 
residual hearing can be preserved after cochlear implant (CI) 
surgery, it may provide benefits for sound quality (Kelsall et 
al. 2017), music perception (Gfeller et al. 2006; Crew et al. 
2015), and complex listening situations (Turner et al. 2010). To 
accomplish this, extensive efforts have focused on designing 
electrodes and “soft” surgical techniques to preserve residual 
low-frequency hearing (Santa Maria et al. 2014; Causon et al. 
2015). When hearing preservation is successful, patients may be 
encouraged to use combined electroacoustic stimulation (EAS) 
with the goal of providing better hearing than would be possible 
with either acoustic or electric stimulation alone.

Some studies using specially designed short electrodes in 
patients with better preoperative hearing than traditional CI 
candidates have shown EAS to be beneficial for hearing in back-
ground noise, music appreciation, and enhanced sound quality 
relative to hearing with a CI alone (Gantz et al. 2005; Turner et 
al. 2008; Roland et al. 2016; Kelsall et al. 2017). Other studies 
have found little to no benefit for EAS (Cosetti et al. 2013; Santa 
Maria et al. 2013; Erixon & Rask-Andersen. 2015; O’Connell 
et al. 2017) or even a reduction in performance while using EAS 
(Sheffield et al. 2015). Furthermore, some patients who qualify 
for EAS audiometrically reject it or perceive no benefit over 
electric-only stimulation (Fraysse et al. 2006; Helbig & Bau-
mann 2010; Plant & Babic 2016). Using the audiogram alone, it 
is difficult to predict whether or not a patient will benefit from 
or prefer EAS (Kiefer et al. 2005).

The audiogram may be a poor predictor of EAS benefit or 
acceptance because it is a measure of pure-tone detection and 
not the ability to use sounds in a meaningful way (Phillips et al. 
2000; Davies-Venn et al. 2015). Although useful for quantify-
ing the degree of hearing loss, the audiogram falls short of pro-
viding the information needed to adequately counsel patients 
about the quality of their residual hearing. Therefore, an audi-
tory measure that assesses more than detection is necessary.

Suprathreshold psychoacoustic tasks, such as measures of 
spectral or temporal resolution, have been proposed as better 
measures of residual hearing quality (e.g., Glasberg & Moore 
1989). Specifically, deficits in frequency modulation detection, 
fundamental frequency (F0) temporal fine structure processing, 
release from masking, and cochlear nonlinearities have all been 
cited as potentially responsible for poor speech perception abili-
ties in the hearing impaired (Dubno & Dirks 1989; Festen & 
Plomp 1990; Summers & Leek 1998; Li et al. 2015). Measures 
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of spectral resolution are of particular interest because they 
have been shown to be highly correlated with speech perception 
for both CI and hearing aid users (e.g., Henry et al. 2005; Won 
et al. 2007; Holden et al. 2016).

The measurement of frequency selectivity using psychoa-
coustic tuning curves has been used as a fine-grained test of 
spectral resolution in humans. It is well established that fre-
quency selectivity is poor in listeners with hearing loss due to 
widening of auditory filters (Florentine et al. 1980; Tyler et al. 
1984; Glasberg & Moore 1989; Laroche et al. 1992) but that 
the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) of the filter may 
not depend on absolute hearing thresholds (Festen & Plomp 
1983; Moore 2007). Several studies have investigated the rela-
tionship between frequency selectivity and speech perception. 
Horst (1987) found that ERB at 2 kHz was positively correlated 
with speech reception thresholds in speech-shaped noise but 
not speech in quiet. Other studies measuring frequency selec-
tivity using critical bandwidth (Dreschler & Plomp 1980, 1985) 
and nonsimultaneous masking (Festen & Plomp 1983) have 
found similar results. More recently, Strelcyk and Dau (2009) 
measured ERBs for listeners with flat moderate sensorineural 
hearing loss and found no correlation with speech recogni-
tion thresholds in quiet or a (more difficult) two-talker masker. 
Dubno and Schaefer (1992) also measured frequency selectivity 
in notched noise and narrow-band maskers for listeners with 
hearing loss. Although performance was worse than in listeners 
with normal hearing (NH) in quiet or with simulated hearing 
impairments, there was no correlation with consonant recog-
nition when controlling for audibility. However, others did find 
a positive correlation between frequency selectivity and vowel 
(Thibodeau & van Tasell 1987) or consonant perception (Prem-
inger & Wiley 1985).

Measurements of frequency selectivity also have several 
flaws. Methodologically, differences in stimulus level and age 
between controls with NH and listeners with hearing loss can 
exaggerate the differences between the two groups (Glasberg & 
Moore 1986). Given the myriad of ways to measure frequency 
selectivity (critical bandwidth, critical ratio, notched-noise mask-
ing, nonsimultaneous masking, etc.) as well as speech perception 
(sentences, vowels, consonants, noise, or quiet, etc.), it is difficult 
to compare the results across studies. There is also evidence that 
psychophysical tuning curves are less accurately measured at low 
frequencies, where off-frequency listening is easier for listeners 
with NH (Glasberg & Moore 1986). Finally, they are time-con-
suming and require specialized laboratory equipment.

In recent years, tests of broadband spectral processing have 
been developed to address some of these issues. Spectral mod-
ulation detection, also known as spectral ripple depth detection, 
requires the listener to detect a stimulus with spectral peaks 
and valleys from stimuli without modulation (e.g., Supin et al. 
1999; Litvak et al. 2007; Saoji et al. 2009; Gifford et al. 2014a). 
Similarly, spectral ripple phase discrimination (e.g., Supin et al. 
1994, 1998; Henry et al. 2005; Drennan et al. 2014) evaluates 
the highest spectral ripple density (measured in ripples per oc-
tave; RPO) for which a listener can discriminate a spectral ripple 
with one phase from another 180 degrees out-of-phase. Because 
these tests are nonlinguistic, unrelated to auditory thresholds 
(Bernstein et al. 2013), and can be measured quickly (Drennan 
et al. 2014; Gifford et al. 2014a; Landsberger et al. 2019a), spec-
tral ripple tasks may be a practical choice to evaluate the quality 
of residual hearing in clinical settings. Like more fine-grained 

tests of spectral resolution, there is good evidence of correla-
tion between broadband spectral ripple detection/discrimination 
ability and speech perception in noise for listeners with hearing 
loss (e.g., Henry et al. 2005; Bernstein et al. 2013; Sheft et al. 
2012; Davies-Venn et al. 2015). Henry et al. (2005) measured 
spectral peak discrimination for listeners with hearing loss and 
found weak but significant correlations between performance 
and consonant and vowel perception. Bernstein et al. (2013) 
used a spectro-temporal modulation detection task at several 
modulation rates (4, 12, or 32 Hz) and densities (0.5, 1, 2, or 4 
cycles/octave) for listeners with hearing loss. The study found 
that performance for the 4 Hz modulation rate, 2 cycles/octave 
density was significantly correlated with frequency selectivity 
at 4 Hz as well as speech perception for sentences in steady 
state noise. Furthermore, the authors found that the variance 
in speech perception was better explained by the combination 
of spectral resolution, temporal resolution, and audibility than 
by the audiogram alone. Similarly, Sheft et al. (2012) found a 
significant correlation between the ability to detect a phase shift 
in a spectral-ripple stimulus of 1.5 RPO and performance on a 
clinical measure of speech-in-noise (QuickSIN; Killion et al. 
2004). In general, these studies show potential for measuring 
the spectral resolution of acoustic hearing as it relates to speech 
perception in a format practical for clinical use.

One major limitation of studies using either broadband (e.g., 
spectral ripple) or narrow (e.g., frequency selectivity) measures of 
spectral resolution is the lack of validation on patients with steeply 
sloping hearing loss. This is likely due to a desire to minimize 
the confounding factor of audibility and because very little speech 
perception information is conveyed at low frequencies (Henry et 
al. 1998). In general, frequency selectivity appears to be normal 
or near-normal for subjects with low-frequency hearing losses less 
than 30 dB HL (Hopkins & Moore 2011; Summers et al. 2013). 
It remains unknown how patients with “ski-slope” hearing losses 
perform on broadband measures of spectral resolution.

Overall, there is significant evidence that hearing impair-
ment results in loss of more than just audibility and band-
width. Spectral resolution, whether measured narrowly (as 
with psychoacoustic tuning curves) or broadly (using spectral 
ripple detection) may relate to deficits in speech perception. To 
date, research in this topic has focused on patients with milder 
degrees or flatter configurations of hearing loss or used tests 
that are impractical for clinical use (e.g., Dubno & Schaefer 
1992; Strelcyk & Dau 2009).

In the present study, we conducted two experiments designed 
to investigate the relationship between a clinically feasible 
measure of spectral resolution (spectral-temporal modulated 
ripple test [SMRT]; Aronoff & Landsberger 2013) and speech 
perception (AzBio Sentences; Spahr et al. 2012) for patients 
with steeply sloping hearing losses presenting as candidates 
for or users of EAS CIs. The SMRT was chosen as it is free 
to download, can be self-administered by the patient, and typi-
cally takes less than 3 minutes (Landsberger et al. 2019b). Fur-
thermore, it has been demonstrated many times to correlate 
with speech perception for listeners with hearing aids and CIs  
(e.g., Holden et al. 2016; Kirby et al. 2015). However, al-
though the SMRT is a practical choice for evaluat-
ing spectral resolution, it would be expected that other 
spectral tests would provide similar information, such as 
the Quick Spectral Modulation Detection  test (Gifford  
et al. 2014b; Landsberger et al. 2019a), Spectro-Temporal Ripple 
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for Investigating Processor EffectivenesS (Archer-Boyd et al. 
2018), Spectral-temporally modulated ripple test Lite for com-
puteRless Measurement (Landsberger et al. 2019b), ripple-phase 
discrimination tests (e.g., Supin et al. 1994; Sheft et al. 2012; 
Golub et al. 2012; Drennan et al. 2014), or other spectral tem-
poral ripple tests (e.g. Bernstein et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2013).

In Experiment 1, we sought to examine a best-case scenario 
of the utility of good low-frequency hearing using filtered stimuli 
in subjects with NH using different frequency cutoffs to simu-
late patients with sloping hearing loss commonly seen present-
ing as candidates for EAS CIs. In Experiment 2, the results were 
compared with SMRT and AzBio scores for a large group of 
subjects with steeply sloping hearing loss to probe the useful-
ness of low-frequency hearing for spectral resolution and speech 
understanding in a clinically relevant population: EAS CI users. 
Everyday listening conditions for these subjects included no am-
plification, hearing aids, or EAS in the test ear. We hypothesized 
that if audibility or bandwidth were solely responsible for poor 
speech perception, we would see equivalent performance for NH 
simulations and listeners with hearing loss. Therefore, any devi-
ations from NH performance may help to quantify the quality 
of residual hearing in patients with steeply sloping hearing loss 
beyond audibility issues. Furthermore, these experiments may 
provide insight into the relative contributions of audibility, band-
width, and spectral resolution for speech perception. Results from 
these experiments may assist in counseling patients with residual 
hearing undergoing CI on the potential for benefit with EAS.

METHODS

Experiment 1: Normal Hearing Listeners
In Experiment 1, spectral resolution and speech under-

standing were tested in adult listeners with normal hearing 
using low-pass filtered stimuli to determine how performance 
is affected by limiting audibility (such as with a “ski-slope” au-
diogram) but leaving the auditory system otherwise intact. Data 
collected in this experiment should serve as a theoretical “best-
case scenario” reference for evaluation of listeners with true 
sensorineural hearing loss and residual low-frequency acoustic 
hearing.
Participants • Twelve listeners with NH (4 males and  
8 females; age range, 22 to 40 years; mean, 28.2 years) 

participated in Experiment 1. Hearing thresholds were screened at  
20 dB HL for pure-tone octave frequencies between 125 and 
8000 Hz. All participants denied a history of ear disease or prior 
hearing loss. Written informed consent was obtained from all 
participants, and all procedures were approved by our Institu-
tional Review Board (s14-00435).
Stimuli and Procedure • Three minimum order low-pass 
equiripple finite impulse response filters were created using 
custom Matlab (v2018b, Mathworks) scripts (Fig. 1). All filters 
had a passband frequency of 125 Hz, passband ripple of 1 dB, 
stopband attenuation of 80 dB, and a sampling rate of 20 kHz. 
The filters differed in stopband frequency (250, 500, or 750 Hz) 
to simulate steeply sloping hearing losses of increasing severity. 
These stopbands were chosen based on common audiograms of 
CI users with residual hearing.

Participants were tested using AzBio sentences (Spahr et al. 
2012) and SMRT (Aronoff & Landsberger 2013). For AzBio 
sentences, lists 1 to 20 were used. Each list contains 20 sen-
tences, with 10 sentences spoken by two male talkers and 10 
sentences spoken by two female talkers. Sentences ranged in 
length from 4 to 12 words and were scored as the percentage of 
words repeated correctly out of the total number of words from 
each list. Sentences were presented in quiet and in continuous 
multitalker babble at a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of +10 dB. 
Two presentation levels were used: 60 and 40 dBA (noise pre-
sented at 50 and 30 dBA, respectively) to simulate low and high 
levels of audibility. Variants of each list (in quiet and in noise) 
were created with each of the three low-pass filters shown in 
Figure 1. Each participant was tested on 16 AzBio lists (2 lev-
els [60 and 40 dBA] × 4 filters [250, 500, and 750 Hz and un-
filtered] × 2 conditions [quiet and +10 dB SNR]). Participants 
were not familiarized with the speech material prior to testing. 
Testing was completed in a sound-proof booth using monaural 
(right) insert earphones (Etymotic Inc EAR-3A, Elk Grove, IL) 
to isolate the test ear.

SMRT is a three-alternative forced choice test consisting of 
spectral-temporally modulated ripple stimuli with a 5 Hz phase 
drift. The reference stimulus is modulated at 20 RPO, and the 
target is initially modulated at 0.5 RPO and adaptively modified 
using a 1-up/1-down procedure in 0.2 RPO step sizes. Threshold 
is calculated as the average of the last 6 of 10 reversals. Higher 
modulation thresholds are indicative of better performance. The 
standard SMRT stimuli (as described in Aronoff & Landsberger 
2013) were low-pass filtered by the three previously described 
filters and presented at either 60 or 40 dBA, yielding six condi-
tions (3 filters × 2 presentation levels). These two levels were 
chosen to simulate the variations in sensation levels for listen-
ers with hearing loss based on their degree of hearing loss. The 
standard stimuli range from 100 to 6400 Hz. Stimuli were pre-
sented using an eight-inch tablet computer running Windows 
10 routed to an external soundcard (Tascam US-322, Santa Fe 
Springs, CA) and a modified version of the SMRT software 
package (Landsberger et al. 2018), which allowed randomiza-
tion of the order of the six SMRT conditions tested. Each par-
ticipant was tested with the SMRT 16 times (2 levels × 4 filters 
[including unfiltered] × 2 runs). Performance on the 2 runs for a 
given stimulus condition was averaged. Prior to testing, partici-
pants were familiarized with the task through several presenta-
tions of target stimuli with low RPO and the reference stimulus. 
Testing was completed in a sound-proof booth using monaural 
(right) insert earphones.

FIG. 1. Filters used for Experiment 1 (NH simulations) are shown in black 
(250 Hz stopband), red (500 Hz stopband), and green (750 Hz stopband). 
NH, normal hearing.
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Experiment 2: Hearing Impaired Listeners
Participants • Twenty-four listeners with hearing impairment 
(age range, 27 to 83, mean age, 63.1; 18 females and 6 males) 
were recruited for Experiment 2. Seven were EAS CI users, 14 
were hearing aid users, and 3 were unaided in the test ear. Be-
cause the purpose of the study was to investigate the useful-
ness of residual hearing post-CI, listeners were required to have 
thresholds of 75 dB HL or better for at least 125 and 250 Hz, 
a typical cutoff for considering the use of EAS (e.g., MED-EL 
Sonnet EAS fitting guide, Cochlear N7 Hybrid Fitting Guide). 
These criteria are similar to those used in other studies of EAS 
systems with standard-length electrodes (e.g., Pillsbury et al. 
2018; Battmer et al. 2019). Audiograms for the group can be 
found in Figure 2. Duration of deafness was calculated as the 
number of years since the listener first noticed hearing loss up 
until either the point of implantation for EAS CI users or until 
the point of testing. Because the significance of an additional 
year of hearing loss is greater for short durations than for long 
durations of hearing loss (e.g., the difference between 1 and 2 
years is greater than the difference between 20 and 21 years), 
duration of deafness was converted to a log scale. This trans-
form has been used for age in other hearing literature (e.g., Buss 
et al. 2014, 2016). Further information regarding the everyday 
listening conditions can be found in Table 1. Written informed 
consent was obtained from all participants, and all procedures 
were approved by our Institutional Review Board (s14-00435).
Stimuli and Procedure • Participants were evaluated on the 
same AzBio sentences in quiet and in +10 dB noise described 
in Experiment 1. Participants were also evaluated on consonant-
nucleus-consonant (CNC) words, a test of monosyllabic word 
recognition (Peterson & Lehiste 1962). The score was calcu-
lated as the percentage of words repeated correctly from the 
50-word list. Stimuli were unfiltered and presented in a sound-
proof booth through a speaker calibrated to 60 dBA. For nonim-
planted patients, their personal hearing aid or a clinic stock BTE 
hearing aid was used in the test ear. Hearing aids were verified 

to meet NAL-NL2 adult targets prior to testing. CI users were 
tested with the acoustic-only portion of their speech processor, 
which was also verified to meet NAL-NL2 targets as closely as 
possible. For most participants, the test ear was the better ear. In 
cases where the contralateral ear may have contributed, it was 
plugged and muffed. Together, the plug and muff resulted in 34 
dB of noise reduction. All participants were familiar with these 
speech materials from prior evaluations but were not given 
practice stimuli for the experiment.

Participants were tested on SMRT as described in Experi-
ment 1, with the exception that input from the sound card was 
routed through an audiometer (GSI Audiostar Pro, Eden Prairie, 
MN) for amplification purposes. Prior to the experiment, the 
SMRT software was calibrated in the sound field to determine 
the difference between the audiometer dial setting and the 
output of the speaker. Stimuli were unfiltered and presented 
through insert earphones (i.e., unaided) at the participant’s 
most comfortable listening level via overall gain. For most par-
ticipants, this was 75 to 85 dB HL. This level was confirmed 
through the talk-over feature of the audiometer. This new level 
was confirmed to be comfortable and sufficiently audible for 
the test stimuli before testing began. The maximum presenta-
tion level was 105 dB HL. At least a 30 dB SL re: 250 Hz was 
achieved for all participants. In many cases, a 30 dB SL was 
achieved at 500 and 750 Hz. In cases where the contralateral ear 
may have contributed, it was plugged and muffed. Participants 
were familiarized with the task by listening to several practice 
stimuli prior to experimental testing.

Due to time constraints, participants were evaluated on two 
AzBio lists (one in quiet, one in noise, chosen randomly from 
the corpus), one CNC list (50 words, also chosen randomly), 
and one run of SMRT.

RESULTS

Experiment 1: Normal Hearing Listeners
Scores on the SMRT were averaged across subjects with NH 

for each presentation level and filter and plotted in Figure 3. 
Performance for the two presentation levels was similar, with 
a maximum difference of 0.8 RPO, suggesting that at least for 
these two presentation levels, audibility did not strongly influ-
ence performance. As spectral information was reduced with 
decreasing filter stopband frequency, average performance 
decreased. Collapsing across presentation level, SMRT scores 
decreased from 8.3 RPO with no filtering to 7.9, 7.3, and 5.5 
RPO with 750, 500, and 250 Hz filters, respectively. The score 
of 8.3 RPO with unfiltered stimuli (range, 5.7 to 10.1 RPO; SD, 
1.2 RPO) is similar to previously published normal hearing data 
from Aronoff and Landsberger (2013) and Landsberger et al. 
(2018). The clinical relevance of a reduction in SMRT from the 
acoustic filtering of stimuli remains unknown because no data 
have been published describing the relationship between SMRT 
and speech understanding for acoustic hearing listeners. For 
CI listeners, a decrease in SMRT of 0.5 RPO is approximately 
equivalent to a decrease of seven percentage points in perfor-
mance on AzBio in +8 dB SNR babble (Holden et al. 2016; 
Lawler et al. 2017). However, the generalizability of this finding 
to acoustic hearing listeners remains unknown and unreported.

A two-way repeated measures analysis of variance was con-
ducted using within-subject factors of presentation level (40 or 
60 dBA) and filter (250, 500, and 750 Hz or no filter). A main 

FIG. 2. Individual (colors) and mean (black) audiograms for Experiment 2 
subjects (listeners with hearing loss). “No Response” for a particular fre-
quency is plotted as 125 dB HL.
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effect of filter was detected (F(3,33) = 85.67, p < 0.001) but not 
of presentation level (F(1,11) = 2.53, p = 0.14). No interaction 
was detected between the factors (F(3,33) = 2.71, p = 0.06). 
Post hoc paired t tests were conducted to compare scores for 
different filters by collapsing across level. Performance was sig-
nificantly worse for the 500 Hz (t(33) = 5.58, p < 0.001) and 250 
Hz filtered stimuli (t(33) = 14.91, p < 0.001) relative to the no 
filter condition even after Type I error correction using Rom’s 
method (Rom 1990). However, no difference was detected be-
tween the 750 Hz and unfiltered stimuli (t(33) = 2.36, p = 0.15).

Scores for AzBio sentences were averaged across sub-
jects for each presentation level, filter, and condition (noise 
or quiet) and plotted in Figure 4. Performance without filter-
ing was near 100% correct for both levels and conditions. 

As filter bandwidth decreased, average performance declined 
for both levels and conditions. As expected, performance was 
worse for the softer level and in noise. For the 60 dBA presen-
tation level, average performance was relatively similar for 
750 Hz filters (97.9% in quiet and 92.6% in noise) and 500 
Hz filters (90.7% in quiet and 80.7% in noise) but decreased 
significantly for the 250 Hz filter (54.4% in quiet and 37.12% 
in noise). For the 40 dBA presentation level, average perfor-
mance systematically declined for the 750 Hz (84.6% in quiet 
and 79.7% in noise) and 500 Hz filters (72.5% in quiet and 
64.8% in noise) while also sharply dropping for the 250 Hz 
filter (34.8% in quiet and 24.5% in noise). In general, per-
formance declined more sharply in noise, especially with the 
250 Hz filter. Performance also declined quicker and more 

TABLE 1. Additional Experiment 2 participant details

Participant  
Code Symbol Ear Tested

Everyday Listening 
Condition: Test Ear

Acoustic/Electric 
Cutoff Frequencies: 

Test Ear
Everyday Listening Condition:  

Contralateral Ear

PTA  
(0.5, 1, and 2 kHz):  
Contralateral Ear

N110  L Cochlear/CI532 438 Hz/313 Hz Cochlear/CI532 105 dB HL

N110  R Cochlear/CI532 438 Hz/313 Hz Cochlear/CI532 103.30 dB HL

N108  R HA — Cochlear/Freedom CA No response

T104  R HA — HA 81.67 dB HL

N109  L HA — Cochlear/CI532 108.33 dB HL

C128  R HA — Advanced Bionics/HR90K Mid-Scala No response

M111  L HA — MED-EL/Flex24 101.67 dB HL

N100  R Cochlear/Hybrid L24 1313 Hz/1188 Hz Cochlear/CI532 No response

N111  R HA — Cochlear/CI532 111.67 dB HL

N111  L Cochlear/CI532 563 Hz/438 Hz HA 98.33 dB HL

N112  L HA — Cochlear/CI532 No response

M108  L Unaided — MED-EL/standard No response

N113  L HA — Cochlear/CI532 No response

C130  L HA — Advanced Bionics/HR90k Mid-Scala No response

C131  L HA — Advanced Bionics/HR90k Mid-Scala No response

N114  L Unaided — Cochlear/CI532 No response

N116  R HA — Cochlear/CI512 No response

N117  L Cochlear/CI422 1313 Hz/1188 Hz HA 66.67 dB HL

N117  R HA — Cochlear/CI422 78.33 dB HL

T105  L HA — HA 43.33 dB HL

T105  R HA — HA 36.67 dB HL

N118  R Unaided — Cochlear/Hybrid L24 No response

N119  L Cochlear/CI532 688 Hz/563 Hz Cochlear/CI532 115 dB HL

N119  R Cochlear/CI532 438 Hz/313 Hz Cochlear/CI532 103.33 dB HL

Colors and symbols correspond to the colors and symbols of data points in Figures 2, 6 and 7. Acoustic/electric cutoff frequency: For patients using EAS, acoustic stimulation is provided from 
100 Hz to the first (higher) frequency. Electric stimulation is provided from the second (lower) frequency through 7938 Hz, resulting in an overlap of 125Hz. All subjects were tested without 
assistive devices for the study.
EAS, electroacoustic stimulation; HA, hearing aid.
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steeply for the softer presentation level. These results suggest 
that speech understanding with reduced frequency informa-
tion is influenced by both presentation level and the presence 
of background noise.

A three-way repeated measures analysis of variance was con-
ducted using within-subject factors of presentation level (40 or 
60 dBA), filter (25, 500, and 750 Hz or no filter), and condition 
(quiet or noise). To mitigate floor and ceiling effects, speech 
scores were converted to rationalized arcsine units (RAU; 
Studebaker 1985). Main effects were detected for all three fac-
tors (level, F(1,11) = 90.96, p < 0.001; filter, F(3,33) = 487.8,  
p < 0.001; condition, F(1,11) = 60.92, p < 0.001). There were sig-
nificant interactions between level and condition (F(1,11) = 6.66,  
p = 0.03) and between filter and condition (F(3,33) = 6.62,  
p = 0.001). Significant interactions were not detected between 
level and filter (F(3,33) = 1.47, p = 0.24) or for all three factors 
(F(3,33) = 0.22, p = 0.88). Post hoc paired t tests showed signif-
icant differences between the two conditions for all four filters 
and between the two levels and two conditions (see Supple-
mental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/EANDH/A714).

Pearson product correlations between SMRT scores and 
AzBio scores (both levels in quiet and in noise) were examined 
for each filter (250, 500, and 750 Hz and unfiltered). Because 
we did not detect a significant effect of level on SMRT scores, 
scores were collapsed across level. After Type I error correction 
using Rom’s method, no significant correlations were detected.

Experiment 2: Hearing Impaired Listeners
One participant (N118) could not complete the SMRT task 

and was thus excluded from further analyses. SMRT scores 

ranged from 0.4 RPO to 3.4 RPO (mean, 1.6 RPO; SD, 0.7 
RPO), considerably lower than the normal-hearing low-pass 
filtered results from Experiment 1 (see Fig. 5). Even when com-
pared to the lowest SMRT score from Experiment 1 (5.4 RPO 
at 250 Hz filter, 40 dBA presentation level), Cohen’s effect size  
(d = 4.78) suggests an extremely large effect. AzBio scores were 
missing for some participants (quiet, n = 3; noise, n = 10). Thus, 
these participants were excluded from correlational analyses 
between speech perception and SMRT.

Figure 6 depicts correlations between speech perception and 
SMRT. Performance on speech perception tests spanned almost 
the entire percentage range, though floor effects were seen for 
all three tests. The group mean CNC score was 29.9% (range, 
0% to 92%; SD, 31.8%); the group mean AzBio Quiet score was 
34.0% (range, 0% to 97%; SD, 33.9%); the group mean AzBio 
+10 score was 34.7% (range, 0% to 95%; SD, 31.0%). Scores 
were converted to RAU for data analyses. Pearson product cor-
relations between several demographic measures and SMRT 
performance were examined with Type 1 error correction using 
Rom’s method. Performance on speech perception tests (con-
verted to RAU) were correlated with SMRT scores. Significant, 
positive correlations were detected between SMRT and CNC 
(r(23) = 0.59, p = 0.003), AzBio Quiet (r(20) = 0.55, p = 0.01), 
and AzBio +10 scores (r(14) = 0.59, p = 0.03).

No significant correlation was detected between SMRT and 
age at test (r(23) = 0.11, p = 0.63), but longer durations of hear-
ing loss (log scale) were significantly correlated with worse 
SMRT scores (r(22) = −0.53, p = 0.01), as shown in Figure 7. 
Interestingly, if the duration of deafness is 0 years (i.e., normal 
hearing), the SMRT score predicted by the regression line 

FIG. 3. Spectral-temporal modulated ripple test (SMRT) scores for 
Experiment 1 as a function of filter (x-axis) and presentation level (filled 
circles/solid line, 60 dBA; open circles/dotted lines, 40 dBA). Error bars in-
dicate ±1 SEM. RPO, ripples per octave

FIG. 4. AzBio scores (RAU) for Experiment 1 as a function of filter (x-axis), 
and presentation level (filled circles/solid lines, 60 dBA; open circles/dotted 
lines, 40 dBA). Sentences in quiet are shown in black; noise are shown in 
green. Error bars indicate ± 1 SEM. RAU, rationalized arcsine units.

http://links.lww.com/EANDH/A714
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shown in Figure 7 is 8.72 RPO, which is not statistically sig-
nificantly different from the mean SMRT of subjects with NH 
in Experiment 1 (mean = 8.36 RPO; 95% confidence interval, 
7.62 to 9.11 RPO). A longer duration of deafness was also cor-
related with worse performance on AzBio +10 (r(13) = −0.76;  
p = 0.002), but no significant correlations were detected be-
tween duration of deafness and performance on CNC words 
(r(23) = −0.29; p = 0.18) or AzBio in quiet (r(20) = −0.42;  
p = 0.07). However, this correlation should be taken with cau-
tion as not all participants were tested on AzBio sentences 
in noise. There were no statistically significant correlations 
detected between age at test and any speech test (CNC words, 
r(23) = 0.03, p = 0.89; AzBio in quiet, r(20) = −0.18, p = 0.43; 
AzBio in noise, r(13) = −0.18, p = 0.54).

Finally, mean thresholds at each pure-tone frequency were 
correlated with SMRT and speech perception scores (Table 2). 
After Type I error correction using Rom’s method, signifi-
cant negative correlations were detected between the speech 
measures (CNC words, AzBio sentences in quiet) and mid-
frequency audiometric thresholds, with the strongest correla-
tion seen for 1000 Hz (CNC, r(23) = −0.66, p < 0.001; AzBio 
quiet, r(21) = −0.64, p = 0.002). A significant correlation was 
also seen between SMRT score and the 1000 Hz threshold  
(r(23) = −0.61, p < 0.001). There were no significant correlations 
detected between AzBio sentences in noise and any audiometric 
threshold, though not all subjects completed testing in noise  
(n = 14/24). No significant correlations were detected between 
low/high-frequency audiometric thresholds and either SMRT or 
any speech perception measure. There were also no significant 
correlations detected between duration of deafness and any pure-
tone threshold. All comparisons are detailed in Table 2.

DISCUSSION

Spectral Resolution
In the preceding experiments, we measured spectral resolu-

tion (using SMRT) and speech perception (using CNC words and 
AzBio sentences) for listeners with hearing loss with ski-slope 

audiograms and compared their performance to subjects with 
normal hearing listening to low-pass filtered stimuli. Because we 
expected audibility to be sufficient for both groups, at least for 
SMRT, any differences in scores could be attributed to sequelae 
of hearing impairment beyond the loss of audibility.

In Experiment 1, we measured spectral resolution and speech 
perception with control subjects with NH. Stimuli were low-
pass filtered and presented at two presentation levels to simulate 
steeply sloping hearing loss. As expected, SMRT scores decreased 
as the filter became more restrictive, though they remained fairly 
high. Given that the spectral information provided by the SMRT 
is redundant across the frequency range, performance may not 
be directly dependent on the bandwidth of the stimulus but in-
stead on the best “local” frequency representation as previously 
argued by Anderson et al. (2011) and Narne et al. (2018). That 
is, as the bandwidth of the SMRT stimulus is reduced, the likeli-
hood of providing information at the best local frequency range is 
reduced. For the most restrictive filter (250 Hz), there is approxi-
mately one octave of bandwidth in the signal (due to the sharpness 
of the filter), limiting the number of spectral peaks in the stimuli 
available to resolve the spectral ripples. This finding suggests dif-
ferences in audibility across the frequency range may slightly de-
crease performance on the SMRT, especially when information 
above 250 Hz is inaudible. Furthermore, these results suggest that 
the lower frequency ranges do not provide optimal spectral repre-
sentation. No significant difference was detected in the score be-
tween the two presentation levels (60 and 40 dBA). This suggests 
that the results of an SMRT test may not be highly dependent on 
stimulation level, which is important for evaluating subjects with 
hearing loss where controlling for audibility can be difficult.

In contrast to the results for listeners with NH in Experi-
ment 1, listeners with hearing loss (Experiment 2) scored much 
worse on SMRT. There was no overlap in the distributions of 
the two groups’ scores, resulting in not only a significant dif-
ference but also a very large effect size (Cohen’s d = 4.78). As 
demonstrated by the NH results, a small frequency range is suf-
ficient to achieve a high score. Given that the stimuli were suf-
ficiently audible for the listeners with hearing loss (at least a  
30 dB SL re: 250 Hz was achieved in all cases, in many cases 
500 and 750 Hz were also sufficiently audible), the results sug-
gest that factors other than audibility across a sufficiently wide 
frequency bandwidth caused scores to be poor. Perhaps due to 
widened auditory filters and the distorted nature of their residual 
hearing, listeners with hearing loss required several octaves to 
perform well on the task.

Listeners with hearing loss in the present study also per-
formed worse on SMRT using only acoustic hearing than listen-
ers with CI, based on previously published data. These studies 
showed mean scores of 2.03 to 4.30 RPO (Holden et al. 2016; 
Vickers et al. 2016; Zhou 2017; Goehring et al. 2019) for adult 
listeners with CI, at least 1 RPO better than the mean perfor-
mance in our study. Although a direct comparison is difficult 
given the difference in inputs (acoustic versus electric), it was 
unexpected that CI listeners scored higher, given that CIs are 
known to have poor spectral resolution (Fu et al. 1998; Won et 
al. 2007). However, the broad frequency range provided by the 
CI will increase the chances of representation at the highest per-
forming frequency band. As performance on the spectral ripple 
tests are dependent on the highest performing frequency band, 
this may provide an additional advantage for listeners with CI. 
This is especially true given that the current data (and Narne et 

FIG. 5. Boxplots of spectral-temporal modulated ripple test (SMRT) scores 
for participants with normal hearing (NH; Experiment 1; left four boxplots) 
and with hearing loss (Experiment 2; right boxplot). RPO, ripples per octave
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R²=0.348
p=0.003

R²=0.348
p=0.03

R²=0.302
p=0.01

FIG. 6. Scatterplots representing speech perception scores (converted to RAU, y-axis) and spectral-temporal modulated ripple test (SMRT) scores (x-axis) for 
listeners with hearing loss (HI). The three panels represent CNC words (left), AzBio sentences in quiet (middle), and AzBio sentences in noise (right). Lines 
represent the best fitting lines. Colors and symbols of individual points correspond to the colors and symbols of individual audiograms in Figure 2 and of dem-
ographic data in Table 1. CNC, consonant-nucleus-consonant; RAU, rationalized arcsine units; RPO, ripples per octave.
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FIG. 7. Scatterplots representing the relationship between duration of deafness (log scale, y-axis) and AzBio sentences in noise (converted to RAU, left panel) 
and spectral-temporal modulated ripple test (SMRT) score (right panel) for listeners with hearing loss. Lines represent the best fitting lines. Colors and symbols 
of individual points correspond to the colors and symbols of individual audiograms in Figure 2 and to demographic data in Table 1. RAU, rationalized arcsine 
units; RPO, ripples per octave.

TABLE 2. R2 values, n, and p values based on linear regressions between audiometric thresholds, SMRT scores, speech perception 
scores (converted to RAU), and duration of deafness (log scale)

Threshold  
Frequency

SMRT Score  
(R2, n, p)

CNC Words  
(R2, n, p)

AzBio Quiet  
(R2, n, p)

AzBio + 10  
(R2, n, p)

Duration of  
Deafness  
(R2, n, p)

125 Hz 0.07, 23, 0.19 0.04, 24, 0.33 0.08, 21, 0.21 0.02, 14, 0.65 0.04, 23, 0.33
250 Hz 0.16, 23, 0.07 0.12, 24, 0.10 0.12, 21, 0.12 0.00, 14, 0.91 0.03, 23, 0.43
500 Hz 0.31, 23, 0.008 0.23, 24, 0.02 0.21, 21, 0.04 0.13, 14, 0.20 0.16, 23, 0.06
750 Hz 0.38, 22, 0.005* 0.38, 23, 0.002* 0.24, 20, 0.03 0.18, 13, 0.14 0.13, 22, 0.10
1000 Hz 0.42, 23, 0.002* 0.44, 24, <0.001* 0.41, 21, 0.002* 0.36, 14, 0.02 0.14, 23, 0.08
1500 Hz 0.14, 11, 0.27 0.39, 11, 0.04 0.45, 9, 0.05 0.38, 8, 0.10 0.00,11, 0.97
2000 Hz 0.25, 23, 0.01 0.30, 24, 0.006 0.26, 21, 0.02 0.33, 14, 0.03 0.04, 23, 0.34
3000 Hz 0.20, 13, 0.13 0.48, 13, 0.009 0.27, 12, 0.08 0.34, 8, 0.13 0.01, 13, 0.75
4000 Hz 0.19, 23, 0.04 0.27, 24, 0.01 0.32, 21, 0.008 0.39, 14, 0.02 0.06, 23, 0.26
6000 Hz 0.34, 16, 0.02 0.39, 17, 0.007 0.30, 16, 0.03 0.34, 14, 0.06 0.14, 17, 0.13
8000 Hz 0.27, 23, 0.01 0.27, 24, 0.01 0.29, 21, 0.01 0.35, 14, 0.03 0.12, 23, 0.11

*Statistically significant after Type I error correction (indicated in bold).
CNC, consonant-nucleus-consonant; RAU, rationalized arcsine units; SMRT, spectral-temporal modulated ripple test.
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al. 2018) suggest that the highest performing frequency band is 
typically inaudible to listeners with hearing loss in this study.

Speech Perception
For both listeners with NH and with hearing loss, scores for 

AzBio sentences were affected by sensation level and frequency 
bandwidth. This finding suggests that even with appropriate au-
dibility for low frequencies, good speech perception is highly 
dependent on access to high-frequency speech phonemes such 
as fricatives and plosives (Thornton et al. 1980; Stelmacho-
wicz et al. 2001; Warren et al. 2005). Mean performance on 
AzBio sentences in noise was similar to performance in quiet 
for listeners with hearing loss, suggesting that a +10 dB SNR 
may have been too easy for listeners with these audiometric 
configurations.

Correlations Between SMRT and Speech Perception
We did not find a correlation between speech perception 

and SMRT scores for listeners with NH, further indicating that 
SMRT performance is unrelated to audibility at specific frequen-
cies, given a nondistorted auditory system. We presume that if 
the stimulus was presented at a higher frequency but similarly 
limited in bandwidth, performance would be similar, at least for 
listeners with NH (Saoji & Eddins 2007). It is also likely that 
ceiling effects were present for both measures, hindering our 
ability to detect correlations. In contrast, we saw statistically 
significant but weak (R2 = 0.3 to 0.35) correlations between per-
formance on SMRT and speech perception scores for listeners 
with hearing loss, suggesting that ability to resolve spectral in-
formation is important for understanding speech in a degraded 
auditory system. This is consistent with previous work showing 
that providing listeners with hearing loss with access to more 
spectral channels results in better speech perception (Shannon 
et al. 2004). Although the participants and stimuli were slightly 
different, other studies have found similar correlations between 
spectral ripple discrimination and speech perception (Henry et 
al. 2005; Bernstein et al. 2013; Davies-Venn et al. 2015). Pre-
sumably, the loss of audibility due to underlying pathophysi-
ology (rather than filtering) results in broader auditory filters 
and thus poorer spectral resolution. However, the weak corre-
lation suggests that although these two outcomes are related, 
there are likely other factors influencing performance. It is also 
worth noting that the correlation extends over a small region 
of SMRT scores. It is unknown if this correlation would hold 
if a greater range of hearing losses (with a presumably greater 
range of SMRT scores) were tested. It is possible that the ceiling 
effect seen for listeners with NH also exists for listeners with 
hearing loss, which may limit the correlation above a certain 
SMRT score.

Correlations With Audiometric Thresholds
Although we focused on low-frequency audibility for the 

NH simulations to mimic the clinical population with sloping 
losses, performance on SMRT was better predicted by mid-
frequency audiometric thresholds for subjects with hearing 
loss. While speech perception is certainly reliant on mid-fre-
quency information more than on other frequencies (Başkent 
& Shannon 2007; Bosen & Chatterjee 2016), it was surprising 
that SMRT performance increased with better mid-frequency 
thresholds. To determine that a stimulus contains a spectral 

ripple, only a small amount of bandwidth is required, regardless 
of where in the frequency spectrum that band is located (e.g., 
Anderson et al. 2011; Narne et al. 2018). However, a wider 
available bandwidth may result in better performance. Listen-
ers with NH are able to do the task using approximately an oc-
tave (i.e., with the 250 Hz filter) without a serious detriment 
in performance. Nevertheless, having good access to frequency 
information up to 500 Hz was not predictive of a good SMRT 
score for listeners with hearing loss. It is possible that due to 
widened auditory filters and the degraded quality of their hear-
ing, listeners with hearing loss required more than an octave of 
information to perform well on the task. Although redundant 
spectral information is not necessary for listeners with NH, the 
listener with hearing loss may be able to take advantage of it to 
fill in parts of the signal that are otherwise missed or distorted 
(Hood & Poole 1971; Smoorenburg 1992). It is also likely that 
even if thresholds are obtained at high dB levels, they may re-
flect off-frequency listening or be adjacent to a cochlear dead 
zone (Moore 2001; Vinay & Moore 2007). Therefore, good au-
diometric thresholds at mid-frequencies may simply be reflec-
tive of a healthier overall auditory system. Few of our subjects 
had measurable hearing beyond 2000 Hz: only 7 of 24 had a 
measurable threshold and only 3 of 24 had a threshold better 
than 100 dB HL. The lack of correlation between higher fre-
quency thresholds and SMRT performance may be caused by 
floor effects. If we had a wider range of thresholds at higher 
frequencies, the relationship between performance and high-
frequency audiometric thresholds may have been stronger. It is 
worth noting that of the five highest CNC scores, three of them 
(T105_L, T105_R, and N112) were ears with better thresholds 
at 2000 Hz (See Figs. 2 and 6). Two of these subjects (T105_L 
and N112) also had high SMRT scores. It is also difficult to dis-
entangle spectral distortions that occur due to hearing loss and 
distortions that occur due to the high stimulus levels needed for 
the participant to complete the task, such as changes in cochlear 
mechanics. However, using amplification (such as hearing aids) 
to reduce stimulus levels might introduce additional distortions, 
such as dynamic range compression or frequency lowering.

We also found significant, but weaker, correlations between 
speech perception scores in quiet (AzBio sentences and CNC 
words) and mid-frequency audiometric thresholds. However, no 
correlations were detected between speech perception in noise 
and thresholds at any frequency. Given the purported impor-
tance of low-frequency hearing for distinguishing F0 differ-
ences leading to improved speech perception in noise (e.g., 
Shpak et al. 2014), it was surprising that no relationship was 
found. It is possible that the lower number of data points (n = 13 
versus n = 24 for speech in quiet) made it difficult to detect any 
correlations, or that too many scores were at floor, despite using 
the RAU transform.

Although there were no significant correlations between either 
SMRT performance or speech perception and any demographic 
variables (i.e., age at test), we did find a significant relationship be-
tween duration of deafness and SMRT score. Additionally, there 
was a strong correlation (R2 = 0.58) between duration of deafness 
and speech perception in noise but no relationship between dura-
tion of deafness and speech perception in quiet. Although there is 
a lack of literature on this topic for hearing aid users, longer dura-
tions of deafness have been associated with poorer CI outcomes 
(e.g., Blamey et al. 1996), presumably because the longer the au-
ditory system has been impaired, the more degraded it becomes, 
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regardless of the degree of loss. It is reasonable to assume that 
greater degrees of hearing loss are likely to be associated with 
poorer quality hearing. SMRT and speech perception in noise 
are relatively difficult tasks that require the ability to distinguish 
two signals based at least in part on spectral information. Better 
hearing quality, which is likely associated with shorter durations 
of deafness, may lead to better performance on these tasks. For 
easier tasks (such as speech perception in quiet), audibility alone 
may be sufficient for good performance.

There are several limitations to this study. The simulations in 
Experiment 1 were intended to mimic only the audibility issues 
associated with hearing loss. True sensorineural hearing loss is 
known to cause a variety of other perceptual issues, such as re-
cruitment and loss of spectral resolution, the degrees of which 
are individually variable and difficult to measure. Therefore, our 
simulations are limited to a “best case” scenario; any deviations 
seen in patients with hearing loss represent distortions beyond 
audibility. However, it is unknown to what degree each type of 
distortion contributes to the decrement in performance. Our 
results are limited to saying that some deficit in spectral resolu-
tion beyond audibility must exist for patients with hearing loss. 
Furthermore, subjects varied in their everyday listening situa-
tions. Although all subjects were tested unaided, those listening 
to an acutely different signal (i.e., hearing aid or CI-EAS users) 
may have had a disadvantage compared to those who were lis-
tening unaided every day (Vermeire et al. 2010). SMRT stimuli 
were amplified with a flat gain through the audiometer, which 
may have resulted in less audibility at frequencies above 500 
Hz. It is unknown how increased audibility would affect SMRT 
scores for listeners with hearing loss. As clinical adoption of 
a test requires administration to be as quick as possible, only 
one run of the SMRT was conducted. This is typical of imple-
mentation of spectral ripple tasks in the clinic (e.g., Gifford 
et al. 2014b). If more runs of the test were conducted, a more 
precise estimate of SMRT thresholds may have been obtained 
and reduced some of the noise in the data. Previous studies are 
mixed as to the short-term test–retest reliability and practice 
effects for SMRT, with some showing no effect (e.g., de Jong et 
al. 2018) and others showing a slight effect (e.g., Goehring et al. 
2019). Finally, both the mean and standard deviation of age was 
larger for the group with hearing loss than for the group with 
NH. It is unknown how differences in age may have affected 
the results.

In the present study, data collected using NH simulations of 
hearing loss suggested that higher sensation levels were impor-
tant for a speech perception task but not for a spectral resolu-
tion task. Data from subjects with sensorineural hearing loss 
were generally similar for speech perception when compared 
with the 250 Hz filtered speech presented to listeners with NH, 
but starkly different for spectral abilities. These findings suggest 
that SMRT may be capturing an attribute of spectral resolution 
not dependent solely on audibility or bandwidth. The lack of 
correlation with speech and low-frequency thresholds was sur-
prising, given the weight usually placed on these thresholds for 
determining whether or not a patient has usable residual hearing. 
SMRT may be a useful tool for gauging the quality of residual 
hearing and determining whether or not to use EAS. However, 
more research is needed to determine the relationship between 
spectral abilities and EAS benefit and acceptance. These data 
suggest it may be more prudent to ascribe greater weight to 

mid-frequency (i.e., 1000 Hz thresholds) as a marker of residual 
hearing quality, for both CI candidates and EAS users.

A test such as SMRT could have clinical implications. If a pa-
tient is known to have higher-quality residual hearing, a surgeon 
might prescribe steroids (despite some inherent risks) and/or opt 
for an electrode they believe more likely to preserve that hearing. 
Similarly, an audiologist may be more likely to encourage that 
patient to use EAS if they know that they are more likely to ben-
efit from it. A patient with higher quality residual hearing may be 
programmed with a higher cut-off frequency to take additional 
advantage of the acoustic input. On a more basic level, these 
results help clarify how hearing loss degrades spectral processing 
abilities, as well help explain individual performance variability. 
Future studies may investigate how tests such as SMRT add to the 
predictive power of the audiogram for speech perception.

CONCLUSIONS

Auditory thresholds are currently used to assess the utility of 
residual hearing for combined electroacoustic hearing. Supra-
threshold testing including spectral abilities demonstrate that in 
a population with sloping hearing losses, broadening of auditory 
filters, loss of cochlear nonlinearities, and possible cochlear dead 
regions may have contributed to poor spectral resolution. This con-
trasts significantly with NH simulations, a “best case scenario” for 
hearing loss where high-frequency audibility is the only deficit. 
Measures of spectral resolution may capture an aspect of hear-
ing loss not evident from the audiogram and be a useful tool for 
assessing residual hearing function post-cochlear implantation.
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